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Throughput-Oriented Non-Orthogonal Random
Access Scheme for Massive MTC Networks
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Abstract— Machine-type communications (MTC) technology,
which enables direct communications among devices, plays an
important role in realizing Internet-of-Things. However, a large
number of MTC devices can cause severe collisions. As a
result, the network throughput is decreased and the access
delay is increased. To address this issue, a throughput-oriented
non-orthogonal random access (NORA) scheme is proposed
for massive machine-type communications (mMTC) networks.
Specifically, by employing the technique of tagged preambles
(PAs), multiple MTC devices (MTCDs) choosing the same PA
can be distinguished and regarded as a non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) group, which enables multiple MTCDs to share
the same physical uplink shared channel for transmissions by
multiplexing in the power domain. The Sukhatme’s classic
theory and the characteristic function approach are adopted
to formulate an optimization problem. The aim is to maximize
the throughput subject to the constraints on the power back-off
factor, the number of MTCDs included in a NOMA group, and
the successful transmission probability. Based on the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, the formulated optimiza-
tion problem is efficiently solved. The derived solution can be
used to adjust the access class barring factor such that more
MTCDs can obtain the access opportunities. Moreover, a low-
complexity suboptimal solution is also developed, which can
achieve near-PSO performance under high data rate require-
ment. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can
efficiently improve the network performance and comparison is
made with the existing schemes.

Index Terms— Massive machine-type communications (MTC)
networks, non-orthogonal random access, power back-off.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of the Internet-of-Things,
machine-type communications (MTC) has been widely

accepted as an efficient approach for future wireless communi-
cation systems. As the MTC technology enables machine-type
devices exchange data with little human intervention [1], it has
a wide range of applications and thus has attracted much
research attention from both industry and academia [2]–[4].

In MTC networks, the widely used random access (RA) pro-
cedure is the four-message handshake process [5]. Specifically,
the involved four messages include preamble (PA), random
access response (RAR), initial layer-3 message, and contention
resolution (CR) message. As the number of available PAs is
usually much less than the number of active MTC devices
(MTCDs), each PA will be selected by multiple MTCDs
with high probability, which will likely cause large amounts
of PA collisions. Moreover, the PA collisions can only be
detected by the evolved node base station (eNB) in the
third message handshake, i.e., the initial layer 3 message.
Consequently, the rapid growth in the number of MTCDs
will incur severe collisions and large signaling overheads,
thus resulting in network congestion, large access delay, and
the degradation of resource utilization efficiency. Because
the RA scheme plays a critically important role in massive
MTC (mMTC) networks, it should be carefully designed and
a number of works have been dedicated to this important
research topic [6]–[8].

Access class barring (ACB) mechanism, which can uni-
formly redistribute MTCDs in the time domain, is an efficient
method to alleviate PA collisions [1]. In the ACB mechanism,
the ACB factor is the most important parameter and is dynam-
ically adjusted according to the number of active MTCDs in
each RA slot and the number of available PAs. As the ACB
factor can control the number of MTCDs that initiate the
random access requests, the access success probability can
be improved and the network congestion can be alleviated.
To achieve this goal, we should carefully determine the value
of the ACB factor [9]–[12]. On the one hand, a larger value
of the ACB factor will allow more MTCDs to enter the RA
procedure and thus cannot efficiently reduce the PA collisions.
On the other hand, a smaller value of the ACB factor will
lower resource utilization efficiency and increase access delay.
To adapt the value of the ACB factor to the traffic loads
and available PAs of the MTC network, many works have
been conducted to estimate the number of active MTCDs
that initiate the random access requests in the current RA
slot [13]–[15]. Moreover, in order to improve further the
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overall network throughput and decrease the total service time,
several advanced ACB mechanisms have also been developed.
In [16], the authors proposed a cooperative ACB mechanism
to balance the load among multiple based stations. A pricing
based ACB load control scheme was proposed [17] to provide
service differentiation. The authors in [18] developed a two-
phase ACB based protocol and the number of MTCDs that
successfully access the network can be efficiently enhanced.

Limited wireless resource is another critical factor that
affects the RA performance. Thus, resource allocation is also
an important research topic. A number of resource allocation
schemes have been developed to divide resources between the
four-message handshake procedure and the data transmission
phase [19]–[22]. In [23], a two-stage resource allocation
scheme was proposed, and it allows MTCDs that fail to pass
the ACB check in the first stage to contend for the remain-
ing resources and thus improve the resource utilization effi-
ciency. Moreover, since different MTCDs usually have diverse
Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements, such as latency, outage
probability, and reliability, grouping multiple MTCDs having
similar QoS requirements into one cluster is beneficial to
increase the successful access probability. Correspondingly,
cluster-based resource allocation schemes for mMTC net-
work were also studied [24]–[27]. In addition, while using
the traditional four-message handshake RA procedure, large
amounts of PA collisions will occur in the first handshake and
these collisions can only be detected in the third handshake,
which not only waste the limited resource, but also increase
the access delay. To improve further the resource utilization
efficiency, different collision detection and solving methods
are proposed, including the collision-aware resource access
scheme [28], the splitting trees based collision resolution
algorithm [29], and the distributed queueing random access
mechanism [30]. By integrating the PAs with tag Zadoff-Chu
(ZC) sequences generated by different root numbers, devices
can transmit tagged PAs in the first step of RA procedure,
which enables eNB to distinguish different MTCDs choosing
the same PA. Thus, early PA collision detection can be realized
and access delay can be reduced [31].

Based on the above discussions, we can find that the
ACB-based RA schemes disperse the access requests of
massive MTCDs to reduce the PA collision probability. The
resource allocation based RA mechanisms mainly improve the
resource utilization efficiency. However, for a large number
of MTCDs, these methods cannot satisfy the performance
requirements of future mMTC networks. As the successive
interference cancelation (SIC) technique enables multiple
MTCDs that choose the identical PA to have the oppor-
tunity for successful transmissions, non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) is a promising approach to enhance the
throughput of the mMTC network [32]–[35]. A power domain
multiplexing based uplink NOMA scheme was proposed
in [37] by adopting the power back-off. Based on the SIC
technique, the authors in [41] proposed a non-orthogonal
RA (NORA) procedure and developed an analytical model to
analyze the system performance. Although the NORA method
has shown the potentials to improve the mMTC network
performance, several crucial issues, such as assignment of

multiple MTCDs to one particular PA and efficient utilization
of the power domain resources, need to be addressed to
improve further the network performance.

To address the above mentioned issues, we propose a
throughput-oriented NORA scheme for the mMTC networks.
Specifically, the tagged PA technique is adopted such that
the base station is enabled to detect the MTCDs that choose
the same PA and thus the corresponding MTCDs choosing
the identical PA can form a NOMA group. Then, the power
domain resource is allowed to be multiplexed by the MTCDs
in each NOMA group through the power back-off. As all
MTCDs in each NOMA group employ different transmit
powers to share the same resource for data transmission, SIC
can be used by the base station for data reception. Based
on the developed NORA procedures, we derive an analytical
expression of the average throughput that can be achieved
by one NOMA group by using the Sukhatme’s classic theory
and a characteristic function approach. Then we formulate the
throughput maximization problem subject to the constraints on
power back-off factor, the number of MTCDs in each NOMA
group, and the successful transmission probability. Since the
objective function is analytically intractable, we efficiently
solve the throughput maximization problem by adopting the
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. Based on the
derived number of MTCDs in a NOMA group, the ACB
factor is correspondingly adjusted such that more MTCDs can
pass the ACB check and gain access opportunities. Moreover,
by considering the high data rate requirement, we convert
our formulated optimization problem to a simpler expression
and obtain the low-complexity suboptimal solution, which can
efficiently reduce the computation complexity and achieve
near-PSO performance under the high data rate requirement.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

1) By employing the tagged PA technique, multiple
MTCDs that choose the same PA can be distinguished
and thus can form a NOMA group to share the same
resource for transmissions through the power domain
multiplexing.

2) By adopting the Sukhatme’s classic theory and a charac-
teristic function approach, closed-form expression of the
average throughput for each NOMA group is obtained.
Then, a throughput maximization problem is formulated
and the optimized number of MTCDs included in a
NOMA group and the power back-off factor are derived.

3) The analysis under high data rate requirement is con-
ducted. Based on the analysis, the low-complexity
suboptimal solution is obtained, which can effi-
ciently reduce the computation complexity and achieve
near-PSO performance under the high data rate require-
ment.

4) Based on the developed NORA schemes and the opti-
mized optimized number of MTCDs included in a
NOMA group, the ACB factor is jointly adjusted such
that the potentials of the proposed schemes on support-
ing massive MTCDs can be efficiently exhibited.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model. In Section III, we first describe
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the proposed NORA scheme, then formulate and solve the
optimization problem. In Section IV, the analysis under high
data rate requirement is conducted and the low-complexity
solution is developed. Simulation results are provided in
Section V and the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an mMTC network consisting of an eNB and
Nm MTCDs. The arrival model of the number of MTCDs
follows the time limited Beta distribution over a period of time
T [1]. To be specific, all Nm MTCDs are activated between
t = 0 and t = T according to a Beta distribution. The
probability density function (PDF) of the Beta distribution,
denoted by f(t), is given by [1]

f(t) =
tϑ−1 (T − t)κ−1

T ϑ+κ−1 ·Beta (ϑ, κ)
, ϑ > 0, κ > 0 (1)

where Beta (ϑ, κ) denotes the Beta function with parameters
ϑ and κ. Note that the shaping parameters ϑ and κ can control
the shape of the distribution. Then, the number of arrivals
during the ith random access opportunity (RAO), denoted by
Na(i), is determined by

Na(i) = Nm

∫ ti+1

ti

f(t)dt (2)

where ti denotes the beginning time of the ith RAO.
As shown in Fig. 1, by employing the tagged PA technique

and the NOMA approach, multiple devices choosing the same
PA are allowed to share the identical physical uplink shared
channel (PUSCH) for transmissions and thus can form a
NOMA group. For each NOMA group, the channel gain
between the ith MTCD and eNB, denoted by hi, is given
by

hi =
gi
li

(3)

where li denotes the path-loss and gi represents the Rayleigh
fading channel gain [37]. Then, the PDF of g2

i , denoted by
fgi2 (x), can be expressed as [38]

fgi2 (x) =
1

2u2
e−

x
2u2 , x ≥ 0 (4)

where 2u2 denotes the mean of exponentially distributed
channel power gain g2

i .
By employing the power back-off, the SIC is enabled at the

eNB such that multiple MTCDs can share the same PUSCH
for transmissions. Then, the transmit power of the ith MTCD
in a NOMA group, denoted by pt,i with the unit of dB, can
be written as [37]

pdB
t,i =min

{
pmax, p

dB
u −(i−1) ρ+10log10M+PLi

}
(5)

where pmax represents the maximum transmit power, pdB
u is

the target arrived power at eNB of the first MTCD in a NOMA
group, ρ denotes the power back-off factor, M is the number
of resource blocks (RBs) allocated for one PUSCH, and PLi
denotes the path loss of the ith MTCD. Eq. (5) indicates that
the received power of MTCDs in a NOMA group decreases
with the step of ρ, i.e., the received power of the former MTCD

Fig. 1. System model of our proposed NORA scheme.

Fig. 2. Four-message handshake procedure of our proposed NORA scheme.

is ρ dB larger than that of the latter MTCD in a NOMA group,
and thus the SIC can be used for the data reception. Since the
transmit power of MTCD is usually lower than the maximum
allowed power, we assume pdB

t,i < pmax. Then, according
to (5), the transmit power pt,i can be written as

pt,i = pu · 10
(1−i)ρ

10 ·M · l2i . (6)

Moreover, we assume perfect SIC is performed at the eNB.
The notations used in this paper are summarized in TABLE I.

III. THROUGHPUT-ORIENTED NON-ORTHOGONAL

RANDOM ACCESS SCHEME

A. Scheme Description

In the proposed NORA scheme, active MTCDs have to pass
the ACB check before sending the access request, as shown
in Fig. 1. To guarantee that more MTCDs can obtain the
access opportunities by the proposed NORA scheme, we will
also modify the ACB factor, which will be discussed in
Section III-D. Then, the MTCDs that pass the ACB check will
perform the four-message handshake procedure as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Step 1: Each MTCD randomly selects one tagged PA which
is identified by both PA ID and tag index, and then transmits
the chosen tagged PA to the eNB via physical random access
channel (PRACH).

Step 2: The eNB detects the received tagged PAs through
two correlation operations [31]. As each tagged PA is associ-
ated with one particular tag index, MTCDs choosing the same
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

PA can be distinguished and form a NOMA group. Moreover,
eNB can also obtain the channel power gains g2

i of MTCDs
via the tagged PA detection and thus can sort MTCDs in
each NOMA group in descending order. Then, the message
2 (Msg2), i.e. RAR, is sent to each NOMA group through
the physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH). The RAR
corresponding to each group includes the PA ID of the group,
the allocated RBs for PUSCH, the power back-off factor ρ
used for power domain multiplexing, and the timing advance
(TA) for the uplink synchronization. Note that in Section III-C,
we will determine the number of MTCDs that form one
NOMA group. Without the loss of generality, we assume
that each NOMA group includes I MTCDs. Then, when the
number of MTCDs choosing the same PA is larger than I ,
only the former I MTCDs are selected to form the NOMA
group and can receive Msg2. The remaining MTCDs are
discarded and will perform a uniform back-off for the next
access opportunity.

Step 3: MTCDs in each NOMA group obtain the power
multiplexing order and the power back-off factor ρ from
the received RAR. Then, each MTCD sends the message 3
(Msg3), which includes the PA ID, tag index and data packets,
through the same PUSCH. As eNB can distinguish messages
sent by different MTCDs through the associated tag index
and SIC, data packets can be transmitted with Msg3, which
is different from traditional RA schemes and can efficiently
reduce the signaling overhead.

Step 4: The eNB will use SIC to decode the received data
of each NOMA group and send the CR messages to MTCDs
whose data are successfully decoded. Note that MTCDs that
select the same tagged PA or choose different tagged PAs but
experience the SIC failure cannot receive the CR message.
In order to alleviate the congestion, MTCDs without receiving
the CR message will perform a uniform back-off for the next
access request.

Remark 1: As each tagged PA consists of one PA ZC
sequence and one tag ZC sequence, MTCDs that select the
same PA but different tags can be distinguished by eNB via
two correlation operations [31]. Then, each pair of detected
PA ID and tag index is associated with one particular MTCD.
Moreover, since the transmit power of tagged PAs is fixed and

can be known by eNB, the tagged PAs can be used for channel
estimation to obtain channel gain hi in (3). Furthermore,
eNB can also obtain the time of arrival (TOA) information
and TA value of each detected MTCD during the tagged PA
detections [39], [40]. Then, eNB can calculate the distance
between each detected MTCD and itself to estimate the path-
loss. In this way, the small-scale fading channel gain can also
be obtained.

Remark 2: By utilizing the TA values included in RAR
messages or cell-specific reference signals (CRS) inserted in
the PDSCH [39], [40], each detected MTCD can calculate the
distance between itself and eNB to estimate the path-loss for
determining the transmit power as given by (5) and (6).

Remark 3: As the tagged PA technique allows eNB to
distinguish MTCDs that select the same PA but different tags,
the tag indices of selected MTCDs will be included in the
RAR message as shown in Fig. 2. Then, each MTCD can know
whether it is selected or not by checking the listed tag indices
in the RAR message. Moreover, the tag indices are sorted
according to the descending order of channel power gains.
Thus, selected MTCDs can also know their power back-off
orders.

B. Optimization Problem Formulation

As we have already assumed, each NOMA group includes
I MTCDs. Then, based on (6), the arrived power at eNB of
the ith MTCD in a NOMA group, denoted by pr,i, can be
written as

pr,i = pt,i · hi2 = gi
210

(1−i)ρ
10 Mpu, i = 1, 2, · · · , I. (7)

Define the equivalent power back-off factor q = 10−
ρ
10 ,

then (7) can be converted to

pr,i = gi
2qi−1Mpu, i = 1, 2, · · · , I. (8)

Since ρ > 0, then q ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, MTCDs in each
group are sorted by eNB in the descending order based on
the channel power gain g2

i as described in Section III-A,
i.e., g12 ≥ g2

2 ≥ · · · ≥ gI
2, then we have gi

2

gi+12 ≥ 1
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(i = 1, · · · , I − 1). Hence, we have

pr,i
pr,i+1

=
gi

2

gi+1
2
· q−1 > 1, i = 1, · · · , I − 1. (9)

Consequently, we can obtain that the detection order of SIC
is the same as the order of MTCDs in the NOMA group.

By employing the SIC technique, if the former i−1 MTCDs
are successfully decoded, the signal-to-interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) at the eNB of the ith MTCD, denoted by SINRi,
is determined by

SINRi =
pr,i∑I

m=i+1 pr,m + σ2
(10)

where σ2 is the variance of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Then the achievable data rate of the ith MTCD,
denoted by Ra,i, can be expressed as

Ra,i = log(1 + SINRi). (11)

Assuming that all MTCDs have the same target data rate R0,
then the event that eNB can successfully decode the message
of the ith MTCD can be described by Ra,i ≥ R0.

Denote by Qi (I, q) the probability that the data transmitted
by the ith MTCD in the NOMA group is successfully decoded
when the data of the former i − 1 MTCDs are decoded and
perfectly removed. Then, Qi (I, q) (i = 1, · · · , I) can be
written as

Qi (I, q)= Pr {Ra,i ≥ R0} = Pr
{
SINRi ≥ 2R0 − 1

}
= Pr

{
gi

2qi−1∑I
m=i+1 (gm2qm−1) + σ2

puM

≥ β

}

= Pr

{
1
β
gi

2qi−1 −
I∑

m=i+1

(
gm

2qm−1
) ≥ Φ

}
(12)

where

Φ =
σ2

puM
(13)

and β denotes the SINR threshold and is determined by

β = 2R0 − 1. (14)

Since g1
2 ≥ g2

2 ≥ · · · ≥ gI
2,

1
β
gi

2qi−1 −∑I
m=i+1

(
gm

2qm−1
)

in (12) can be viewed as a linear
weighted sum of order statistics, which creates a challenge
in calculating the probability Qi (I, q). However, we can
employ the Sukhatme’s classical theory to convert 1

β gi
2qi−1−∑I

m=i+1

(
gm

2qm−1
)

to a linear weighted sum of independent
random variables. We recall the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Define Λi (i = 1, · · · , I) as I independent
identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables
having the common mean Λ. Let Λi:I denote the exponential
random variable related to the ith largest observation from the
I original variables, i.e., Λ1:I ≥ Λ2:I ≥ · · · ≥ ΛI:I . Then
the spacings between ordered exponential random variables,
denoted by xi = Λi:I − Λi+1:I , (i = 1, · · · , I), are indepen-
dently exponential random variables with probability density

functions fxi(x) =
i

Λ
e−ix/Λ, x ≥ 0.

Proof: The proof of the theorem can be found in [42].
Define the spacing random variables Gi (i = 1, · · · , I) as

Gi = g2
i − g2

i+1, i = 1, 2, · · · , I − 1 (15)

and

GI = g2
I . (16)

Based on Theorem 1, the spacing random variables
G1, G2, · · · , GI are independent exponential and the PDF of
Gi is given by

fGi(x) =
i

2u2
e−ix/2u

2
, (i = 1, 2, · · · , I). (17)

According to (15), we have

g2
i =

I∑
r=i

Gr, i = 1, · · · , I. (18)

Then, we can obtain

1
β
gi

2qi−1 −
I∑

m=i+1

(
gm

2qm−1
)

=
1
β
qi−1

I∑
r=i

Gr −
I∑

m=i+1

(
qm−1

I∑
r=m

Gr

)

=
1
β
qi−1Gi +

1
β
qi−1

I∑
m=i+1

Gm −
I∑

m=i+1

(
qm−1

I∑
r=m

Gr

)

= Gi
1
β
qi−1 +

I∑
m=i+1

Gm

(
1
β
qi−1 −

m−1∑
r=i

qr

)

=
I∑
n=i

Gn

(
1
β
qi−1 − qi − qn

1 − q

)
. (19)

Substituting (19) into (12), we can derive

Qi(I, q) = Pr

{
I∑
n=i

Gn

(
1
β
qi−1 − qi − qn

1 − q

)
> Φ

}
. (20)

Since Gn (n = i, · · · , I) are independent exponential random
variables having mean 2u2

n , the probability Qi(I, q) can also
be written as

Qi(I, q) = Pr

{
I∑
n=i

1
n

(
1
β
qi−1 − qi − qn

1 − q

)
Yn > Φ

}
(21)

where Yn (n = i, · · · , I) are i.i.d. exponential random vari-
ables having mean 2u2. Define ZI, q, i as

ZI, q, i =
I∑
n=i

1
n

(
1
β
qi−1 − qi − qn

1 − q

)
Yn =

I∑
n=i

ai, nYn (22)

where

ai, n =
1
n

(
1
β
qi−1 − qi − qn

1 − q

)
, n = i, · · · , I. (23)

Then, we have Qi(I, q) = Pr {ZI,q,i > Φ} and ZI,q,i can
be viewed as a linear weighted sum of independent expo-
nential random variables. Although the PDF of the linear
weighted sum of independent exponential random variables
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has already been investigated [36], the result obtained in the
existing literature cannot be directly applied to determine
the PDF of ZI,q,i. To be specific, the existing literature
requires that the weighted coefficients of independent ran-
dom variables are nonnegative. However, the coefficients ai,n
(n = i, · · · , I) can be either positive or negative. Since
the characteristic function is the Fourier transform of the
PDF, each characteristic function corresponds to a unique
distribution function. Then, the characteristic function of the
sum of independent random variables is equal to the multipli-
cation of the corresponding characteristic functions. Therefore,
by employing the characteristic function approach, we can
obtain the PDF of ZI,q,i, which is determined in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2: The PDF of ZI,q,i given by (22) is determined
by

fZI, q, i(x)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I∑
n=i

αI,i,n

[
− 1

2u2ai, n
e
− x

2u2ai, n

]
I
{
ai,n < 0

}
, x ≤ 0

I∑
n=i

αI,i,n

[
1

2u2ai, n
e
− x

2u2ai, n

]
I
{
ai,n > 0

}
, x > 0

(24)

where I{·} denotes the indicator function and

αI,i,n =
I∏

k=i,k �=n

(
1 − ai, k

ai, n

)−1

=
ai, n

I−i∏I
k=i,k �=n (ai, n − ai, k)

, n = i, · · · , I. (25)

Proof: The proof of the theorem is provided in Appen-
dix A.

By plugging (24) into (21), we can obtain

Qi(I, q)

= Pr
{
ZI, q, i > Φ

}

=
∫ ∞

Φ

I∑
n=i

αI,i,n

[
1

2u2ai,n
exp

(
− x

2u2ai,n

)]
I {ai,n > 0}dx

=
I∑
n=i

αI,i,nexp

(
− ψ

ai,n

)
I
{
ai,n > 0

}
(26)

where ψ= Φ
2u2 . When ai, n > 0, we have

qn−i+1 > q − 1 − q

β
, n = i, i+ 1, · · · I (27)

and thus the probability Qi(I, q) can be analyzed from the
following two cases.

Case 1: 0 < q ≤ 1
β+1

In this case, we can obtain q − 1−q
β ≤ 0, so (27) holds for

n = i, · · · , I and thus ai, n > 0 (n = i, i + 1, ...I). Then,
we have

Qi(I, q) =
I∑
n=i

αI, i, nexp
(
− ψ

ai, n

)
. (28)

Case 2: 1
β+1 < q < 1

In this case, we have q− 1−q
β > 0 and thus ai, n > 0 when

n < i− 1 + logq
(
q − 1−q

β

)
. Let

si = i− 1 +
⌊
logq

(
q − 1 − q

β

)⌋
, (i = 1, · · · , I). (29)

Then, we can obtain

Qi(I, q) =
min{I,si}∑
n=i

αI, i, nexp
( −ψ
ai, n

)
. (30)

Note that 1−q
β > 0, then we have 0 < q − 1−q

β < q, and thus

logq
(
q − 1−q

β

)
> 1. Moreover, when β > 1 and 1

β < q <

1, we have logq
(
q − 1−q

β

)
< 2, then

⌊
logq

(
q − 1−q

β

)⌋
=

1 and thus si = i, which results in a simple expression of
Qi(I, q), i.e.,

Qi(I, q) = αI, i, iexp
(−ψ
ai, i

)
. (31)

Based on the above analysis, Qi(I, q) is given by

Qi(I, q)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

I∑
n=i

αI,i,n exp
(
− ψ

ai,n

)
, 0 < q ≤ 1

β + 1
min{I,si}∑
n=i

αI,i,n exp
(
− ψ

ai,n

)
,

β ≤ 1,
1

β + 1
< q < 1

and β > 1,
1

β + 1
< q <

1
β

αI, i, i exp
(−ψ
ai, i

)
, β > 1,

1
β
< q < 1.

(32)

When a NOMA group has I MTCDs, the event that the
(I + 1)th MTCD is successfully decoded by eNB will never
happen and thus the corresponding probability is equal to 0.
Then, we can obtain QI+1 (I, q) = 0. Note that Qi(I, q)
is the conditional probability that the data transmitted by
the ith MTCD in the NOMA group is successfully decoded
when the data of the former i − 1 MTCDs are decoded and
perfectly removed. Then, Qi(I, q) (i = 1, · · · , I) might not be
independent with each other. However, in order to facilitate the
analysis, we ignore the effect of the SIC process on successful
decoding probability of MTCDs, i.e., Qi(I, q) (i = 1, · · · , I)
are assumed to be independent [37]. Thus, the probability that
only former i MTCDs in the NOMA group are successfully
decoded, denoted by SPA(i, I, q), is written by

SPA(i, I, q) =
i∏
t=1

Qt(I, q)
[
1 −Qi+1(I, q)

]
. (33)

As MTCDs can transmit data packets only when the four-
message handshake procedure is successfully conducted,
the network throughput is proportional to the number of
MTCDs that successfully access the network. Consequently,
we define the number of MTCDs that successfully finish
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the analytical and simulation results for the average
throughput that can be achieved by one NOMA group.

the four-message handshake procedure as throughput. Then,
the average throughput that can be achieved by one NOMA
group including I MTCDs, i.e., the average number of MTCDs
of one NOMA group that can successfully access the net-
work in each RAO, denoted by TPA(I, q), is determined
by

TPA(I, q) =
I∑
i=1

i · SPA(i, I, q). (34)

Theorem 3: The average throughput given by (34) can be
further simplified to

TPA(I, q) =
I∑
i=1

{
i ·

i∏
t=1

Qt(I, q)
[
1 −Qi+1(I, q)

]}

=
I∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(I, q)

}
. (35)

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.
In Fig. 3, we compare the analytical result calculated

by (35) with the Monte-Carlo simulation result that considers
the effect of the SIC process on the successful decoding
probability. We can observe from Fig. 3 that the analytical
result agrees well with the simulation result under different
power back-off factors, target data rates, and the number of
MTCDs included in one NOMA group, which demonstrates
the validity of our obtained analytical result.

Based on the above discussions, we can formulate follow-
ing optimization problem. Specifically, we aim at maximiz-
ing the average throughput achieved by each NOMA group
while meeting the constraints on the power back-off factor,
the number of MTCDs contained in each NOMA group, and
the successful transmission probability. Mathematically, our
formulated optimization problem can be written as

max
q,I

TPA(I, q) (36a)

s.t. 0 < q < 1 (36b)

1 −
(

1 − TPA (I, q)
I

)J
≥ ps (36c)

I ∈ N+ (36d)

where J denotes the maximum number of RA attempts
allowed for each data packet to transmit and ps is
the predefined successful transmission probability threshold.
As TPA(I, q) given by (35) can also be viewed as the average
number of MTCDs in the NOMA group that can be success-
fully decoded via one SIC process, TPA(I, q)/I represents
the successful transmission probability of each MTCD for one
access attempt. Thus, the constraint given by (36c) implies that
the overall successful transmission probability of each MTCD
cannot be below the predefined probability threshold.

C. PSO Algorithm Based Solution

Due to the complicated expression of the objective func-
tion TPA(I, q) as shown in (32) and (35), our formulated
problem cannot be easily solved. Consequently, we employ a
two-step scheme to solve efficiently the throughput maximiza-
tion problem. Following the two-step scheme, the obtained
power back-off factor and the number of MTCDs contained
in one NOMA group are denoted by q� and I�, respectively.
To be specific, in the first step, we aim to determine the
power back-off factor under the given I . Then, we can derive
the corresponding average throughput under the given I . By
performing a one-dimensional searching of I , we obtain the
solution q� and I�.

For given I , we develop a particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) algorithm to determine the corresponding power
back-off factor q∗(I). The basic idea of the PSO algorithm is
to solve the optimization problem through cooperation and
information sharing among individuals in a population of
particles. Because the PSO algorithm can take the advantage of
the parallel computing, simple operation and few parameters
settings, the optimization problem can be efficiently solved
within several iterations. Then, we define m back-off fac-
tors for the parallel computing. Denote q

(k)
i (I) and v

(k)
i (I)

(i = 1, · · · ,m) as the value of ith back-off factor and the
associated step-length, respectively, which are obtained in the
kth iteration. Then, the step-lengths and the corresponding
values of our defined m back-off factors are updated according
to [44]

v
(k)
i = 	v

(k−1)
i + c1r

(k)
1

(
b
(k)
i − q

(k−1)
i

)
+ c2r

(k)
2

(
d(k) − q

(k−1)
i

)
(37)

and

q
(k)
i = q

(k−1)
i + v

(k)
i (38)

respectively, where 	 is the inertia weight factor, c1 and c2
denote cognitive and social parameter, respectively, r(k)1 and
r
(k)
2 are two independent numbers uniformly produced within

[0, 1] for the kth iteration, b(k)i is given by

b
(k)
i = argmax

q
(1)
i ,··· ,q(k−1)

i
TPA(I, q) (39)

and d(k) is determined by

d(k) = argmax
b
(k)
1 ,··· ,b(k)m

TPA(I, q). (40)

Specifically, the inertia weight factor is used to adjust the
search range of the solution space. The parameters c1 and
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Algorithm 1 PSO Algorithm for The Optimization
Problem

1 Initialize: I = 1, β, ψ, m, �, c1, c2, L;
2 while I ≥ 1 do
3 initialize q(0)i (I) and v(0)i (I) (i = 1, · · · , m);
4 for k=1 to L do
5 for i=1 to m do
6 update v(k)i (I) based on (37);
7 update q(k)i (I) based on (38);
8 calculate TPA(I, q) based on (32) and (35);
9 calculate b(k+1)

i (I) based on (39) ;
10 end
11 calculate d(k+1)(I) based on (40);
12 end
13 q∗(I) = q(L)

m (I);

14 if 1 −
�

1 − TPA (I, q)

I

��
q=q∗(I)

�J
< ps then

15 Iupper = I;
16 Break;
17 else
18 I = I + 1;
19 end
20 end
21 I� = argmax1,...,Iupper TPA(I, q)

��
q=q∗(I);

22 q� = q∗(I�);

c2 are both positive constants and are usually equal to two.
As shown in (37), the equation used for updating the step-
length includes three parts. To be specific, the first part
	v

(k−1)
i is related to the step-length of the corresponding

back-off factor in the last iteration, where 	 is brought into
the first term to balance the ability between the global and
local search. The second term c1r

(k)
1

(
b
(k)
i − q

(k−1)
i

)
denotes

the cognitive part, in which b(k)i given by (39) is the best local
result of the ith back-off factor in the prior k−1 iterations. The
third part c2r

(k)
2

(
d(k) − q

(k−1)
i

)
represents the social part,

where d(k) determined by (40) is the best global result that
has been found in the prior k−1 iterations by all the back-off
factors.

In our developed PSO algorithm, each back-off factor uses
its local optimal result b(k)i and the global optimal result d(k)

which is shared by all particles to adjust its step-length and
the corresponding value for the next iteration, as shown in
(37) and (38). Consequently, all back-off factors converge after
a number of iterations, and the corresponding value of the
power back-off factor q∗(I) for the given I can be obtained
by adopting the developed PSO algorithm.

Theorem 4: TPA(I, q)/I is a decreasing function of I .
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C.

According to Theorem 4, the left-hand side of (36c) is
also a decreasing function of I , which implies that I must
be upper-bounded by constraint (36c). Therefore, the optimal
number of MTCDs contained in one NOMA group I� can
be determined by a one-dimensional search. Denoting this
upper-bound by Iupper , then we have

I� = argmax
1,...,Iupper

TPA(I, q)
∣∣
q=q∗(I)

. (41)

Thus, we can derive that the power back-off factor q� =
q∗(I�). The algorithm for determining the PSO-based solution
q� and I� is shown in Algorithm 1, where L is the maximum
number of iterations for the PSO algorithm.

D. Modified ACB Mechanism

Based on our derived PSO-based solution, the ACB mech-
anism can also be correspondingly adjusted such that more
MTCDs can acquire the access opportunities. Specifically,
in conventional ACB mechanisms, the ACB factor denoted
by θ is given by

θ = min
{

1,
Np
Na

}
(42)

where Np is the number of available PAs and Na is the
number of currently active MTCDs that can be estimated by
eNB [11]. It should be noted that in the ith RAO, the number
of currently activated MTCDs Na in (42), which is a random
variable, includes not only the newly arrived MTCDs, but also
the MTCDs which experience access failure in the former
RAOs and re-initiate the RA procedure in current RAO.
However, Na(i) determined by (2) represents the statistically
newly activated number of MTCDs in the ith RAO. Thus,
Na is generally not equal to Na(i). In the ACB mechanism,
eNB broadcasts the ACB factor θ to all active MTCDs at
the beginning of each RAO, meanwhile each active MTCD
generates a random number denoted by θ̂, which is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1. Then, each MTCD will compare
the received ACB factor θ with its produced random number
θ̂ to decide whether to transmit the access request message.
To be specific, if θ̂ ≤ θ, the corresponding MTCD is allowed
to enter the conventional four-message handshake procedure.
Otherwise, the MTCD will perform a uniform back-off to wait
for the next RAO. Because the ACB mechanism can control
the number of contending MTCDs for each RAO and scatter
the active MTCDs in the time domain uniformly, the network
congestion can be efficiently alleviated.

In the previous sections, we have described the proposed
NORA scheme for the mMTC network, which employs the
tagged PA technique and the NOMA technology to enable
more MTCDs to obtain the access opportunities. Moreover,
by formulating the average throughput maximization problem,
we also have determined the PSO-based power back-off factor
q� and the number of MTCDs contained in each NOMA
group I�. By integrating the power-domain multiplexing,
the proposed NORA scheme allows I� MTCDs to share one
particular PA. Consequently, to improve further the network
performance, the ACB factor corresponding to our proposed
scheme should also be adjusted. Specifically, different from the
traditional ACB mechanism, our modified ACB factor denoted
by θ̃ is determined by

θ̃ = min
{

1,
NpI

�

Na

}
. (43)

Comparing (42) and (43), we can observe that our modified
ACB factor θ̃ is I� times as large as the conventional ACB
factor θ. Such a modification statistically guarantees that
each PA can be shared by I� MTCDs, which can efficiently
increase the average throughput in each NOMA group and
thus improves the system performance.

IV. ANALYSIS UNDER HIGH DATA RATE REQUIREMENT

According to the previous analysis, we can find that the
target data rate R0 plays a critically important role on the
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achievable network throughput. If the MTCD requires high
target data rate, e.g., future smart grid requires data rate
larger than 3.072 bps/Hz [45], we have that β = 2R0 − 1
is usually much larger than one. In this case, we can know
that the interval [1/β, 1) occupies most part of the domain
for the back-off factor q as indicated by (32). Consequently,
the optimal solution for q ∈ [1/β, 1) should achieve the
near-optimal performance when the target data rate is high,
i.e., we can regard the optimal solution within the interval
q ∈ [1/β, 1) as the suboptimal solution within the entire
interval q ∈ (0, 1) under the high data rate requirement.

When β > 1 and q ∈ [1/β, 1), we can know that Qt(I, q)
(t = 1, · · · , I) is given by (31). Then, when the target data rate
R0 is high, our optimization problem can be approximately
simplified to

max
q,I

TPA(I, q) =
I∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

αI,t,texp
(−ψ
at,t

)}
(44a)

s.t.
1
β

≤ q < 1 (44b)

Eqs. (36c) and (36d)

Note that the following analyses in this section are conducted
under the conditions β > 1 and q ∈ [1/β, 1), i.e., Qt(I, q) is
described by (31).

Define Mi(I, q) as

Mi(I, q) =
i∏
t=1

Qt(I, q) =
i∏
t=1

αI, t, texp
(−ψ
at,t

)
. (45)

Then, the average throughput TPA(I, q) given by (44a) can
be expressed by

TPA (I, q) =
I∑
i=1

Mi(I, q). (46)

Based on (25), αI, t, t can be written as αI, t, t =
I∏

k=t+1

k
k−t+tβ�k−t

e=1 q
e

. Then Mi(I, q) is equal to

i∏
t=1

( I∏
k=t+1

k
k−t+tβ�k−t

e=1 q
e

)
exp

(
−ψ
at,t

)
. Moreover,

Mi(I + 1, q) (i = 1, · · · , I) can be determined by

Mi(I + 1, q)

=
i∏
t=1

(
I+1∏
k=t+1

k

k − t+ tβ
∑k−t
e=1 q

e

)
exp

(−ψ
at,t

)

=

(
i∏
t=1

I + 1

I + 1 − t+ tβ
I+1−t∑
e=1

qe

)

·
[

i∏
t=1

(
I∏

k=t+1

k

k − t+ tβ
k−t∑
e=1

qe

)
exp

(−ψ
at,t

)]

= Xi(I, q) ·Mi(I, q), (i = 1, · · · , I) (47)

where

Xi(I, q) =
i∏
t=1

I + 1

I + 1 − t+ tβ
∑I+1−t

e=1 qe
. (48)

Note that αI, I, I = 1 for any given I . Thus, MI+1(I + 1, q)
can be expressed as

MI+1(I + 1, q)

=
I+1∏
t=1

( I+1∏
k=t+1

k

k − t+ tβ
∑k−t

e=1 q
e

)
exp

(−ψ
at,t

)

=

(
I∏
t=1

I + 1

I + 1 − t+ tβ
I+1−t∑
e=1

qe

)

×
[

I∏
t=1

(
I∏

k=t+1

k

k−t+tβ
k−t∑
e=1

qe

)
e

−ψ
at,t

]
exp

( −ψ
aI+1,I+1

)

=XI(I, q)MI(I, q)e
−ψβ I+1

qI (49)

By plugging (47) and (49) into (46), we can further obtain the
expression of TPA(I + 1, q) within the interval [1/β, 1) as

TPA(I + 1, q) = F (I, q)MI(I, q) +
I−1∑
i=1

Xi(I, q)Mi(I, q)

(50)

where

F (I, q) =
(
1 + e

−ψβ I+1
qI

)
XI(I, q). (51)

Then, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5: For any given I , F (I, q) is a decreasing func-

tion of q within the interval q ∈ [1/β, 1).
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix D.

Based on Theorem 5, the following theorem can be further
obtained.

Theorem 6: For any given I , the average throughput of
the NOMA group TPA(I, q) is a decreasing function of q in
[1/β, 1).

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix E.
According to Theorem 6, we can know that the optimal

back-off factor in the interval [1/β, 1) is equal to 1/β.
As [1/β, 1) occupies most part of the interval q ∈ (0, 1) when
β � 1, the suboptimal back-off factor denoted by qsub under
the high data rate requirement is

qsub =
1
β
. (52)

Since I is upper-bounded by constraint (36c), the suboptimal
number of MTCDs included in one NOMA group, denoted by
Isub, is determined by

Isub = argmax
I∈I

TPA(I, q)
∣∣
q= 1

β

(53)

where

I =

{
I ∈ N+

∣∣∣1 −
(

1 − TPA (I, q)
I

∣∣∣
q= 1

β

)J
≥ ps

}
. (54)

By employing the developed suboptimal scheme given by (52)
and (53), we can efficiently reduce the algorithm complexity
and achieve near-PSO performance under the high data rate
requirement, which will be illustrated in the following Section.
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Fig. 4. Optimized value of I versus the target data rate under the proposed
PSO-based and low-complexity NORA schemes.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed PSO-based and
low-complexity suboptimal NORA schemes through simula-
tions. Specifically, we set the time duration of Beta distributed
arrival model as T = 10 s and the shape parameters of the
Beta function ϑ = 3 and κ = 4 [1]. Moreover, we set the
parameter of the exponentially distributed channel power gain
u2 = 1 and the number of RBs allocated for each PUSCH
M = 1. Besides, we assume that the number of available
PAs Np is equal to 54, the duration of each RAO is 5 ms,
the target arrived SNR pu

σ2 = 10 dB, the maximum number
of RA attempts for each data packet J = 10, the successful
transmission probability threshold ps = 99.5%, and the
back-off window in uniform back-off mechanism for failing
packets is 20ms, i.e., 4 RAOs. Moreover, we also assume that
the eNB can perfectly estimate the number of active MTCDs
for each RAO such that the ACB factor can be correspondingly
adjusted.

To illustrate the superiority of our proposed schemes,
we compare the performances of the traditional ACB-based
NORA scheme [41] and the traditional ACB-based orthogo-
nal RA (ORA) scheme [11]. Specifically, in the traditional
ACB-based NORA scheme, MTCDs that choose the same
PA to access will form a NOMA group after the tradi-
tional ACB check, and the power back-off factor ρ is set
as 3 dB for PUSCH transmission in each NOMA group.
In our simulations, three performance metrics, which are total
service time, average throughput, and average access delay,
respectively, are evaluated. The total service time is defined as
the required number of RAOs to serve all MTCDs within J PA
transmissions. The average throughput is defined as the ratio
of successful MTCDs that have completed the four-message
handshake process and access the network within J PA trans-
missions to the total service number of RAOs. The average
access delay is the average number of RAOs for each MTCD
to successfully access the network.

Figure 4 shows the optimized number of MTCDs in each
NOMA group versus the target data rate under the proposed
PSO-based and low-complexity NORA schemes. We can
observe from Fig. 4 that the number of MTCDs included in
one NOMA group under both the proposed PSO-based and

Fig. 5. Performance evaluations and comparisons versus the number of
MTCDs Nm in our proposed PSO-based scheme, proposed low-complexity
scheme, NORA scheme and ORA scheme for mMTC networks. (a) The
average throughput. (b) The total service time. (c) The average access delay.

low-complexity NORA schemes are decreasing functions of
the target data rate. Specifically, when the target data rate
is low, more MTCDs are allowed to form a NOMA group.
However, when the target data rate is high, each NOMA group
only includes less MTCDs. Moreover, we can also observe that
the optimized number of MTCDs in one NOMA group under
the proposed PSO-based and low-complexity NORA schemes,
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluations of our proposed PSO-based and
low-complexity NORA schemes as well as the existing NORA and ORA
schemes as the function of the target data rate R0, where 105 MTCDs are
activated simultaneously. (a) The average throughput. (b) The average access
delay.

i.e., I� and Isub, become the same when the target data rate
is increased, which verifies the correctness of the conducted
analysis under high data rate requirement.

Figure 5 shows the average throughput, total service time,
and average access delay versus the number of MTCDs for the
proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes, the NORA
scheme, and the ORA scheme with different values of the
target data rate R0. We can observe from Fig. 5(a) that the
average throughputs achieved by all the schemes increase with
the number of MTCDs and become saturated if the number of
MTCDs keeps increasing. However, the proposed PSO-based
and low-complexity NORA schemes significantly outperform
the existing NORA and ORA schemes when the number of
MTCDs is large, especially under the low target data rate
requirement, i.e., R0 = 1 bps/Hz. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b),
although the required total service time for all the schemes is
an increasing function of the number of MTCDs, the proposed
PSO-based and low-complexity schemes can also efficiently
reduce the consumed number of RAOs for the given number
of MTCDs. From Fig. 5(c), we can find that the proposed
PSO-based and low-complexity schemes can also efficiently
reduce the access delay compared with the existing NORA

Fig. 7. Performance evaluations of our proposed PSO-based and
low-complexity NORA schemes as well as the existing NORA and ORA
schemes as the function of the target arrived SNR Pu

σ2 , where 105 MTCD are
activated simultaneously. (a) The average throughput. (b) The average access
delay.

and ORA schemes. Moreover, as indicated by the solid red
curve with circle in Fig. 5(a), the throughput achieved by the
proposed PSO-based scheme under R0 = 1 bps/Hz does not
become saturated even when 2 × 105 MTCDs are activated
simultaneously. Thus, the total service time and average access
delay of our proposed PSO-based scheme remain unchanged,
which are demonstrated by the solid red curve with circle in
Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. In summary, Fig. 5 shows that
both the proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes
can efficiently improve the network performance as compared
with the existing NORA and ORA schemes. The performance
superiority mainly comes from that the proposed PSO-based
and low-complexity schemes not only allow multiple MTCDs
to share the same PA for access, but also can efficiently utilize
the power-domain resources. Moreover, we also optimize the
power back-off factor and the number of MTCDs sharing the
same PUSCH such that the achievable average throughput can
be improved. Furthermore, we can also observe from Fig. 5
that, although the proposed PSO-based scheme outperforms
the low-complexity scheme, the low-complexity scheme can
achieve near-PSO-based performance under the high target
data rate requirement, i.e., R0 = 2 bps/Hz, which is consistent
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluations and comparisons versus the coefficient of imperfect SIC in our proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes, NORA
scheme and ORA scheme, where 105 MTCDs are activated simultaneously. (a) The average throughput. (b) The total service time. (c) The average access
delay.

Fig. 9. Performance evaluations and comparisons versus the standard deviation of the estimation error σE in our proposed PSO-based scheme, proposed
low-complexity scheme, NORA scheme and ORA scheme, where 105 MTCDs are activated following the Beta distribution with T = 10 s and the target
data rate R0 = 1 bit/s/Hz. (a) The average throughput. (b) The total service time. (c) The average access delay.

with our analysis in the previous sections and demonstrates
that the proposed PSO-based scheme can achieve near-optimal
performance.

Figure 6 shows the average throughput and the average
access delay versus the target data rate for the proposed PSO-
based and low-complexity schemes as well as the existing
NORA and ORA schemes. We can observe from Fig. 6 that,
although all schemes can only achieve lower throughput and
incur larger access delay when the target data rate requirement
becomes more stringent, i.e., the value of R0 becomes larger,
our proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes also
outperform the NORA and ORA schemes. Moreover, the low-
complexity scheme can achieve nearly the same performance
compared with the PSO-based scheme under the high target
data rate requirement.

Figure 7 illustrates the average throughput and the aver-
age access delay as the function of the target arrived SNR
under our proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes
as well as the existing NORA and ORA schemes. We can
observe from Fig. 7 that, because higher target arrived SNR
can increase the successful decoding probability of the SIC
process, the proposed PSO-based and low-complexity schemes
as well as the existing NORA scheme can achieve better
performance when the target arrived SNR increases. Fig. 7

also shows that the proposed schemes can efficiently improve
the network performance compared with the existing schemes
and the developed low-complexity scheme can achieve near-
PSO-based performance under the high target data rate
requirement.

In the previous discussions, we assume that perfect SIC
can be achieved, which usually cannot be realized in practice.
Consequently, we need to analyze the network performance
under the imperfect SIC characterized by the coefficient of
imperfect SIC denoted by η ∈ [0, 1] [46]. The coefficient
of imperfect SIC implies that only 1 − η portion of inter-
ference can be removed if one MTCD successfully receives
the data. Thus, the case when η = 0 refers to perfect SIC
and η = 1 corresponds to the case that no interference
can be removed, i.e., the fully imperfect SIC. Define event
Ai � {the signal of the ith MTCD is correctly decoded}
(i = 1, · · · , I). Let χi = 1 if event Ai occurs; otherwise,
χi = 0. Then, the SINR at the eNB of the ith MTCD becomes
SINRi = pr,i�

I
m=i+1 pr,m+

�i−1
m=1 ηpr,mχm+

�i−1
m=1 pr,m(1−χm)+σ2 .

Fig. 8 shows the average throughput, total service time, and
average access delay versus the coefficient of imperfect SIC η
for the proposed PSO-based scheme, proposed low-complexity
scheme, NORA scheme, and ORA scheme. We can clearly
observe that when the imperfect SIC is taken into consid-
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Fig. 10. Performance evaluations and comparisons versus the maximum power limit pmax in our proposed PSO-based NORA scheme, the conventional
NORA scheme, and ORA scheme, where 105 MTCDs are activated following the Beta distribution with T = 10 s, the target arrived SNR is 10 dB, and the
target data rate R0 = 1 bps/Hz. (a) The average throughput. (b) The total service time. (c) The average access delay.

eration, the performances of the proposed PSO-based and
low complexity schemes as well as the conventional NORA
scheme are degraded. However, the proposed schemes still
outperform the conventional NORA and ORA schemes, which
further verifies the superiority of the proposed schemes.

To evaluate the impact of imperfect load estimation on the
network performance, we model the estimation error Eest =
N̂a−Na as a Gaussian random variable having zero mean and
variance σ2

E , where N̂a is the estimation of Na. Based on the
stochastic process theory, the square root σE is defined as the
standard deviation, which provides a measure of dispersion
of the random variable around the mean. Thus, σE can be
viewed as the typical difference between Na and N̂a, i.e., the
estimation error Eest. Fig. 9 shows the average throughput,
total service time, and average access delay versus the standard
deviation σE for the proposed PSO-based and low-complexity
schemes, the NORA scheme, and the ORA scheme. We can
observe from Fig. 9 that the network performance degrades
when the standard deviation σE increases, which implies that
the estimation error will degrade the network performance.
However, the proposed schemes still significantly outperforms
the conventional NORA and ORA schemes.

In this paper, the average throughput of the proposed scheme
is analyzed under the assumption of pt,i < pmax. However,
the maximum allowed transmit power will definitely affect
the network performance. Thus, we evaluate the impact of
the transmit power limit through simulations. Specifically,
we assume that MTCDs are uniformly distributed in the
cell with radius 500 m. The noise power spectral density
is −138.8 dBm/Hz and the bandwidth of each RB is set
to 200 KHz. Fig. 10 shows various performances versus
the maximum power limit pmax in the proposed PSO-based
NORA scheme, the conventional NORA scheme, and ORA
schemes, where 105 MTCDs are activated following the Beta
distribution with T = 10 s, the target arrived Pu

σ2 = 10 dB,
and the target data rate R0 = 1 bps/Hz. We can clearly
observe from Fig. 10 that larger average throughput, shorter
total service time, and smaller average access delay can be
achieved under large transmit power limit and thus small value
of pmax or large path-loss will degrade the network perfor-
mance. Moreover, the proposed NORA scheme still shows the
performance superiority compared to the conventional NORA
and ORA schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed the throughput-oriented NORA scheme for
mMTC networks. By employing the Sukhatme’s classic theory
and the characteristic function, we formulated the optimization
problem which aims at maximizing the throughput subject to
the constraints on the power back-off factor, the number of
MTCDs in a NOMA group, and the successful transmission
probability. Then, we efficiently solved the throughput max-
imization problem based on the PSO algorithm. Moreover,
the low-complexity suboptimal scheme, which can achieve
near-PSO performance under high data rate requirement, was
also developed. Simulation results demonstrate the perfor-
mance superiority of the proposed schemes.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof: We denote the characteristic function of the
exponential random variable Yn by φYn(t). Then, we have
φYn(t) = (1 − j2 u2 t)−1. According to the characteristic
function of the exponential random variable, the characteristic
function of ai, nYn, denoted by φai, nYn(t), can be expressed
as φai, nYn(t) = (1 − j2 u2 ai, nt)−1. Since the character-
istic function of a sum of independent random variables is
equal to the product of individual characteristic functions, the
characteristic function of ZI, q, i, denoted by φZI, q, i(t), can
be written as

φZI, q, i(t) =
I∏
n=i

φai, nYn(t) =
I∑
n=i

αI, i, nφai, nYn(t) (55)

where the coefficients αI, i, n (n = i, · · · , I) are determined
by (25) and the corresponding derivation can be followed
from [43].

As the characteristic function is the Fourier transformation
of the corresponding PDF, by performing the inverse Fourier
transformation on φai, nYn(t), we have

fai, nYn(x)
= F−1

{
φai, nYn(t)

}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
− 1

2u2ai, n
exp

(
− x

2u2ai, n

)
I {ai, n < 0}, x ≤ 0

1
2u2ai, n

exp
(
− x

2u2ai, n

)
I {ai, n > 0}, x > 0

(56)
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where fai, nYn(x) denotes the PDF of ai, nYn, F−1{·} rep-
resents the inverse Fourier transformation function, and I{·}
denotes the indicator function. Consequently, based on (55)
and (56), we can obtain the PDF of ZI, q, i, which is deter-
mined by (24).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Proof: We use the mathematical induction to prove The-
orem 3. Specifically, from the first equality of (35), we have
TPA(1, q) = Q1(1, q) and

TPA(2, q) = Q1(2, q)
(
1 −Q2(2, q)

)
+ 2Q1(2, q)Q2(2, q)

= Q1(2, q) +Q1(2, q) ·Q2(2, q). (57)

Thus, we obtain that (35) holds when I = 1 and 2. Assume
(35) holds when I = n. Then, we have

TPA(n, q) =
n∑
i=1

{
i ·

i∏
t=1

Qt(n, q)
[
1 −Qi+1(n, q)

]}

=
n∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(n, q)

}
. (58)

Note that TPA(n+ 1, q) can be written as

TPA(n+ 1, q)

=
n+1∑
i=1

{
i ·

i∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)
[
1 −Qi+1(n+ 1, q)

]}

=
n−1∑
i=1

{
i ·

i∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)
[
1 −Qi+1(n+ 1, q)

]}

+n

n∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q) − n

n∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)

+n

n∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)
[
1 −Qn+1(n+ 1, q)

]

+ (n+ 1)
n+1∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q). (59)

Then, according to (58), eq. (59) can be further expressed as

TPA(n+ 1, q)=
n∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)

}
+
n+1∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)

=
n+1∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(n+ 1, q)

}
. (60)

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that if (35) is
true when I = n, it also holds when I = n+1. Therefore, by
the principle of mathematical induction, Theorem 3 is proved.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Proof: The probability Qi (I, q) given by (12) can be
expressed as

Qi (I, q) = Pr
{
gi

2 ≥ HPA(i, I, q)
}

(61)

where HPA(i, I, q) = β
[
Φ +

∑I
m=i+1

(
gm

2qm−1
)]
/qi−1.

Since HPA(i, I, q) increases when I increases, Qi (I, q) is
a decreasing function of I . Then, based on (35), we have

TPA (I, q) ≥
I∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt (I + 1, q)

}

≥
I∑
i=1

{
I+1∏
t=1

Qt (I + 1, q)

}
= I

I+1∏
t=1

Qt (I + 1, q)

(62)

and

TPA(I + 1, q) =
I∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(I + 1, q)

}
+
I+1∏
t=1

Qt(I + 1, q)

≤
I∑
i=1

{
i∏
t=1

Qt(I, q)

}
+
I+1∏
t=1

Qt(I + 1, q)

= TPA(I, q) +
I+1∏
t=1

Qt(I + 1, q). (63)

The second inequality of (62) comes from that the value of
probability Qt(I + 1, q) (t = 1, · · · , I + 1) belongs to the
interval [0, 1]. Based on (62), we can obtain

TPA (I, q)
I

≥
I+1∏
t=1

Qt (I + 1, q). (64)

Then, according to (63) and (64), we can obtain TPA(I +
1, q) − TPA(I, q) ≤ ∏I+1

t=1 Qt(I + 1, q) ≤ TPA(I,q)
I . Thus,

we have I · TPA (I + 1, q) − (I + 1) · TPA (I, q) ≤ 0.
Consequently, we can obtain TPA(I+1,q)

I+1 −TPA(I,q)
I ≤ 0. Based

on the above analysis, we can conclude that TPA(I, q)/I is a
decreasing function of I .

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 5

Proof: Before proving Theorem 5, we define A (I, q),
B (I, q), γ(I, q), V (I, q) and χ (I, q) as follows:

A (I, q) =
I∏
t=1

(I + 1 − t+ tβq), (65)

B (I, q) = 1 + exp
[−ψβ(I + 1)/qI

]
, (66)

γ(I, q) = B(I, q)/A(I, q), (67)

V = ψβ (I + 1) /qI > 0, (68)

χ (I, q) =
I∏
t=1

I + 1

1 +
∑I+1−t

e=2

(
I + 1 − t

tβqe
+

1
qe−1

)−1 .

(69)

As q ≥ 1/β, we have βq ≥ 1, then

ψ (Iβq + 1)/qI+1=ψβ
(
I + 1

βq

)
/qI ≤ ψβ (I + 1)/qI .

Since V (I, q) > 0, then we can get

2ψ (Iβq + 1)
qI+1

− e
ψβ I+1

qI ≤ 2V (I, q) − eV (I,q) ≤ 1. (70)
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Since the inequality
i

I + 1 − i+ iβq
=

i

I + 1+(βq − 1) i
≥

i

I + 1+(βq − 1) I
=

i

1 + Iβq
(i = 1, · · · , I) holds for q ≥

1/β, we can obtain

ψ (I + 1) I

qI+1
I∑
i=1

i
I+1−i+iβq

− e
ψβ I+1

qI

<
ψ (I + 1) I

qI+1
I∑
i=1

i
1+Iβq

− e
ψβ I+1

qI

=
2ψ (Iβq + 1)

qI+1
− e

ψβ I+1
qI ≤ 1. (71)

Then, we have

ψ (I+1) I≤qI+1
(
eψβ

I+1
qI +1

) I∑
i=1

i

I+1−i+iβq (72)

and thus

∂B(I, q)
∂q

−B(I, q)
I∑
i=1

iβ

I + 1 − i+ iβq
≤ 0. (73)

Since the value of each multiplied factor in (65) is positive,
we have

∂A(I, q)
∂q

=A(I, q)
I∑
i=1

iβ

I + 1 − i+ iβq
. (74)

Therefore, based on (73) and (74), we can get ∂γ(I,q)
∂q =[

∂B(I,q)
∂q A(I, q) − ∂A(I,q)

∂q B(I, q)
]
/A2(I, q) ≤ 0, which

implies that γ(I, q) decreases monotonously with q within
[1/β, 1). Moreover, since γ (I, q) and χ (I, q) are positive,
and χ (I, q) is also a decreasing function of q within [1/β, 1),
we can conclude that F (I, q), which can be written as
F (I, q) = γ (I, q)χ (I, q), and it is a decreasing function of
q in [1/β, 1) for any given I .

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 6

Proof: Rewrite TPA (I + 1, q) given by (50) as TPA(I +
1, q) =

∑I
i=1Hi(I, q)Mi(I, q), where Hi(I, q) = Xi(I, q)

(i = 1, · · · , I − 1) and HI(I, q) = F (I, q). Based on Theo-
rem 5, we know that Hi(I, q) (i = 1, · · · , I) are decreasing
functions of q. Define two power back-off factors q1 and q2,
and assume that q1 < q2, then we have

TPA (I + 1, q1) − TPA (I + 1, q2)

=
I∑
i=1

[Hi(I, q1)Mi(I, q1) −Hi(I, q2)Mi(I, q2)]

≥
I∑
i=1

Hi(I, q2) [Mi(I, q1) −Mi(I, q2)]

≥ H∗(I, q) [TPA(I, q1) − TPA(I, q2)] (75)

where H∗(I, q) = argmini=1,...,I Hi(I, q2). As H∗(I, q) >
0, we can prove that if TPA (I, q) is a decreasing function
of q, then (75) is nonnegative. Thus TPA (I + 1, q) is also a

decreasing function of q. Moreover, since TPA(1, q) = e−ψβ

is unrelated to q and TPA(2, q) = 2 · e−ψβ/ (1 + βq) + 2 ·
e−ψβ(1+2/q)/ (1 + βq) is a decreasing function of q within
[1/β, 1), we can conclude that TPA (I, q) decreases with q
within the interval [1/β, 1).
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